
TO: Committee Chairs 2011-2012 

FROM: The Treasurer 

SUBJECT: Depositing Checks to the PTA 

DATE:  August 1, 2011 
 

This note is primarily for committee chairs that handle large numbers of checks (e.g.: 

special events and clothing sales).  When receiving checks, please mark on the check 

the following information: 
 

• Student’s First ANDANDANDAND Last Name (especially critical when the check is in the 

Mom’s name, and it is different from the student’s name) 

• Please confirm that the dollar amount on the check is correct, and provide an 

explanation for any variations from the standard amount* 

• Also, in your own records and reconciliations, please mark the check number 

and the name on the check.  

• Verify that the check is written out to: Greenacres PTA.  If the check is written 

out to you, please endorse the check and write the phrase “Payable to the 

Greenacres PTA” 

• Please sort the checks by dollar amount and include with the checks your tally 

of number of checks at each dollar amount, This creates a paper trail of fund 

transfers and gives me a number to verify that I’ve received everything. 
 

*If the check amount is insufficient, please call the family and get a check for the 

proper amount.  While overages from other checks may balance the big picture, it 

makes the reconciliation of our books difficult and is unfair to the other families that 

pay the correct amount.  If the check is for more than necessary – follow the same 

procedure – ask if they want to issue a new check for the correct amount (and do we 

destroy or return the old check) or find out if they are donating the excess funds to 

the PTA. 
 

I am always available for any questions or clarifications you may need at 

evaromaswilson@gmail.com or 914- 723-8990.   
 

Thank you,  

Eva Romas Wilson 

Treasurer, Greenacres PTA 


